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		Total 
              Gold in Trust:

              Tonnes: 583.93

              Ounces: 18,773,965

              Value US$ 

              16,835,757,144.55 
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      	 StreetTRACKS 
              GOLD SHARES

              Bringing the gold market to investors
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Gold—it is unlike all other elements on earth. Virtually
              indestructible, 
            this precious metal has been the source of countless fables and has
            mobilized the growth of nations and financial infrastructures worldwide.
            Human beings have been utilizing gold as both a form of currency
            and an
            investment for thousands of years.
            As an asset class, gold is unique. Durable and highly liquid, the
            economic
            forces that determine the price of gold are different from the economic
            forces that determine the price of many other asset classes such
            as
            equities, bonds or real estate. A potential safe haven from the uncertainty
            of economic events, political unrest and high inflation, gold offers
            investors an attractive opportunity to diversify their
            portfolios—potentially reducing overall portfolio risk and
            ultimately
            preserving portfolio wealth.  Robo trading softwares are also available for trading gold, other commodity shares. This page https://www.aktienboard.com/aktien-apps/ is for you if you want to learn how to trade stocks and make money instead of trading gold and other commodities.
			
			

                  streetTRACKS Gold Shares (“Gold 
                    Shares”) offer investors an innovative, relatively cost 
                    efficient and secure way to access the gold market. Listed 
                    on the New York Stock Exchange Arca 
                    in November of 2004, Gold Shares has been one of the fastest 
                    growing ETFs in the US. We are now pleased to offer streetTRACKS 
                    Gold Shares on the Singapore Stock Exchange. For more 
                    information, please click on the appropriate link below.
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	Legal Notice

              This website is for U.S. investors
              and the information contained therein is not an offer to sell or
              a solicitation of an offer to buy shares in the trust, nor shall
              any such shares be offered or sold to any person in any jurisdiction
              in which an offer, solicitation, purchase or sale would be unlawful
            under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. Investors are increasingly appreciating crypto adoption in businesses, recognizing it as a forward-thinking move that can enhance transaction efficiency, open new markets, and attract tech-savvy customers. This growing interest is reflected in positive market responses. For detailed insights into how cryptocurrency is reshaping business landscapes, have a look at thenationonlineng.net for comprehensive analyses and reports.

            Click here to continue...

                          I am a U.S. investor	and	wish to access the prospectus

              Click here to access the prospectus
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              This website is for Singapore
              investors and the information contained therein is not an offer to
              sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy shares in the trust, nor
              shall any such shares be offered or sold to any person in any jurisdiction
              in which an offer, solicitation, purchase or sale would be unlawful
            under the securities laws of such jurisdiction.
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              	[image: ]	Some of the information offered in this site can be downloaded
                    in PDF format. In order to view these files, you must have
                    the Adobe Acrobat Reader installed. A free version can be
                    downloaded from Adobe's
                    Web Site. 
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		USD	 902.10            
	AUD	 945.99            
	CAD	 902.10            
	CHF	 944.95            
	EUR	 580.05            
	GBP	 461.13            
	HKD	 7,036            
	INR	 38,411            
	JPY	 93,845            
	ZAR	 6,738            
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